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Appendix A

Alloy Code for Russian Cards Problem (3.3.1)

module RCP

//Alloy program for finding a deterministic protocol solution

//to Russian Cards Problem (3.3.1)

//y.wang@cwi.nl

sig Cards {

}

sig Hands {

content: set Cards

}

sig Pa {

member: set Hands

}

fact {all h: Hands | #h.content = 3 }

//every hand contains 3 cards

fact {all p: Pa | #p.member > 1 }

//Any announcement contains at least 2 hands

fact {all h: Hands | some p:Pa | h in p.member }

//Every hand appears at some announcement (executability)

fact {no h: Hands, g: Hands | h != g && h.content = g.content }

//No two hands are the same

fact {no p: Pa, q: Pa |p != q && # p.member & q.member > 0 }

//No two annoucnements share a hand (for determinism)
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fact {no p: Pa |some h: p.member, g: p.member |

h != g && # h.content & g.content > 1 }

//In order to let B know:

//any two hands in one announcement share at most 1 card

fact {no p: Pa| some c: Cards, d: Cards | all h: p.member|

(not c in h.content) => d in h.content }

//In order to let C stay ignorant: if we fix one card in an announcement

//then the hands that do not contain this card don’t have a card in common

pred RCP { }

run RCP for exactly 7 Cards , exactly 35 Hands, 7 Pa

//Given 7 cards there are 35 3-hand. At most 7 announcements.


